Recently there has been interest in so-called pre-cross-connected protection architectures for optical networks. The main benefit of pre-cross-connected protection is that multiple cross-connection actions are not required in real time at the time of failure. This addresses the practical concern that, in a transparent optical network, one may not be able to make a series of protection path-forming cross-connections in a succession of optical spans with certainty that the resultant end-to-end connection has optical path integrity. Self-healing rings, p-cycles, and preconnected linear segment protection are examples of prior methods that employ prefailure cross-connection of protection capacity but are not end-to-end path-oriented. More recent work has proposed pre-cross-connected trails (PXTs), which are fully preconnected linear path-protecting structures. The same work also provided an online heuristic algorithm for generating PXT network designs. However, important and interesting properties such as length and cyclicity of the PXT structures remained to be characterized. We delve further into PXT network design, attempting to validate claims made previously and to understand the structural and operational properties of PXTs. This involves reimplementation of and experimentation with the above heuristic. Results show that heuristically obtained designs frequently contain PXTs of great total length and high complexity, as well as other PXTs that are equivalent to 1 + 1 automatic protection switching (APS) arrangements. Through diagramming and statistical analysis of PXT characteristics we give the first intuitive appreciation of the structure and function of PXTs.
Introduction and Background
From emergency services to important business transactions, mission-critical services depend on the integrity of the services provided by modern optical communication networks.
In practice, today, this means that the optical path on which a payload is transported is all-optical, i.e., does not contain any optical-to-electrical conversions en route that would place requirements on the digital format and bit rate of the payload. In current networks, this also implies that each payload must be carried along an all-optical path that does not change wavelength, since a viable all-optical wavelength conversion technology is not yet available.
The other extreme is an optically opaque network, in which optical to electrical conversion occurs on every path at every cross-connecting node. From a routing standpoint, such a network provides the greatest flexibility. There is no concern about wavelength matching, and cross-connections can be made at any time without concern about the viability of the end-to-end path because electrical regeneration occurs at the input to every span. In effect, no optical carrier signal travels more than one span in such a network. In a fully opaque network there would be no essential need for the pre-cross-connection of protection paths, because paths can always be assembled on the fly from spare channels and can always be expected to work end-to-end [2] . The term "translucent" refers to optical networks with a mix of pure-optical and optoelectronic cross-connection functions. A typical translucent architecture involves a number of fully transparent domains that interconnect via o-e-o cross-connecting hubs that provide regeneration, wavelength conversion and signal crossconnection functions. The network is transparent to optical paths that are contained within a single domain, but paths that cross domain boundaries must again conform to the network's signal formatting standards. Although the simplicity of management and routing is greater in an opaque network, optically transparent cross-connects reportedly cost much less than o-e-o cross-connection functions. Also, transparency is functionally advantageous to avoid the necessity of electrically adapting the data to match network-specific transmission payload protocols and bit rates. For these reasons there is considerable motivation to consider protection architectures specifically suited to entirely transparent optical networks or within the transparent domains of translucent networks.
From the point of view of survivability, protection paths are not as simply formed in a transparent network as in an opaque network. Any all-optical multihop path must be carefully engineered ahead of time to conform to restrictions on optical carrier power, dispersion, noise, attenuation, etc. Preconnecting the protection path before failure allows preengineering and testing of the backup path before its use. This guarantees that the backup will have sufficient optical path integrity and will be in a known working condition when it is required for protection switching. Without this prefailure guarantee, it is not realistic to expect that a set of optical channels concatenated on the fly will instantly result in a functional (i.e., BER < 10 −12 , say) end-to-end optical path, considering the numerous impairments that must be simultaneously mastered in the end-to-end engineering of the optical path. Currently, engineering just single-hop light-wave channels in a dense WDM carrier environment at 10 or 40 Gbps rates with multiple shared optical amplifiers in the path (let alone end-to-end light paths of 5 or 6 hops) is a largely manual process that involves careful alignment of individual components. Freeman [4] describes the numerous impairments that must be compensated for to design a single point-to-point optical fiber link operating at transport data rates of 10 or 40 Gbps. At the very least, power level differences from switching optical carriers through multichannel optical amplifiers create disturbances that take time for adaptive power level schemes to compensate. So any scheme that assumes on-the-fly changes in the configuration of the network's optical cross-connections at the time of failure will suffer from some uncertainty about the optical path engineering of the backup path [5] .
In preconnected protection architectures, the intermediate cross connections required for the formation of protection paths are made and maintained as part of the normal operation of the network, in advance of any failures. The only actions that must be performed at the time of failure are switching actions at the origin and destination node of a failed light path to break into the pre-cross-connected protection structure, so as to employ a desired segment of the structure as a protection path. If they are fully pre-cross-connected, one can ensure the optical integrity of the protection paths and can test and continually monitor performance of protection paths ahead of time.
Preconnected protection architectures have actually existed for some time, though not always under names that emphasize that attribute. For instance, SONET (synchronous optical network) BLSR (bidirectional line switched ring) rings and p-cycles are both pre-crossconnected architectures because both employ a fully preconnected cycle of protection capacity. Both architectures use these preconnected cycles to form preconnected backup paths in the event of failure. The main difference between the two is that a BLSR protects against the failure of working paths that are corouted with the ring itself, whereas a p-cycle protects against the failure of any span with end nodes that are on the cycle.
The concept of prefailure cross-connection of spare channels in linear segments (as opposed to cycles) was actually first proposed and considered by one of the present authors [3, 6, 7] long before the current interest in PXTs. However, the focus of Refs. [3, 6, 7] was mainly on improving the speed of path forming for restoration. The technical goal was to obtain span-protecting detour segments out of the preconnected linear segments upon failure, not fully preconnected end-to-end replacement paths. The investigation into preconnection to ensure basic optical path integrity in transparent optical networking is more recent.
Concept of Pre-Cross-Connected Trails
Pre-cross-connected trails (PXTs) were recently proposed in Ref. [8] . Although Refs. [3, 6, 7] on linear segment pre-cross-connection of spare capacity are relevant prior works, they were not cited in Ref. [8] . To our knowledge, however, Refs. [3, [6] [7] [8] stand as the only works to date that focus on the idea of prefailure cross-connection of spare capacity in linear structures for shared access under multiple nonsimultaneous failure scenarios [9] . Specifically, Ref. [8] is the central and motivating piece of prior work-the departure point-for the present effort. Let us now, therefore, review the PXT concept and other details given in Ref. [8] .
A PXT consists of a series of spare capacity units (spare channels) that are crossconnected to each other forming a trail through the network. A "trail" is formally defined in graph theory as an alternating sequence of connected nodes and edges through a graph such that all edges are distinct. In the optical network context, a single span may contain multiple channels (or edges); so while a PXT may not contain a single channel more than once, it may cross a single span several times, as long as each traversal of this span is through a different channel within that span. In other words, a PXT is based on a trail through the multigraph representation of a transport network, not its simple graph representation. The cross-connection of individual spare channels within a PXT occurs before the occurrence of any failure: hence the term pre-cross-connected. Upon failure, one or more segments of the preconnected structure of spare channels in the PXT are used to reroute the affected working paths.
A single PXT may protect against any number of simultaneous working path failures as long as the protection paths used to protect each failed working path do not utilize intersecting sections of the PXT (i.e., the restoration action does not result in spare capacity contention). Generally, a restorable PXT-based network design consists of many PXTs that provide coverage complementary to the network's working paths such that the network is fully restorable in the case of the failure of any single network span. While PXTs can be used to protect against node failures as well, we concentrate our efforts on PXTs used for protection against single span failures. This is the same approach used in Ref. [8] . Figure 1 gives two examples of how a PXT can be used to reroute demand in the case of a span failure. Figures 1(a) and 1(c) show two different PXTs (the thick arrowed paths) as well as two sample working paths (dashed lines) that they each could protect. Note that the two PXTs have a single protected working path in common, illustrated in Fig. 1(c) along with the protection path that would be provided for it by the PXT of either Fig. 1(a) or 1(b) . Figure 1(d) shows the PXT from Fig. 1(a) forming a protection path (arrow ended) for the protection of the working path in 1(c) as the result of the failure of one of its spans. Figure  1 (e) shows the PXT from 1(b) also protecting both the working path, 1(c), and one other protected working path from the failure of the same span. In both cases the working path fails on only a single span but is replaced end to end by a portion of the PXT that protects it and is fully disjoint with its own prefailure working route. One feature of PXTs not illustrated by Fig. 1 is that, in addition to protecting multiple failed working paths simultaneously with protection paths formed from nonoverlapping segments of itself [as illustrated in Fig. 1(e) ], a PXT can also protect multiple working paths with some of the same spare channels as long as the two working paths have no simultaneous failure scenarios. This is the way PXTs realize the sharing of spare capacity between nonsimultaneous failure scenarios that is fundamental to all efficient shared-mesh protection architectures.
Note also that the illustrative PXT in Fig. 1 (b) traverses a single node twice. This is an allowed property of PXTs as considered in Ref. [8] . It is important to understand, however, that at such looping nodes, even though the PXT topologically intersects itself, there is no cross-connection at the intersection between the two sections of the trail that cross this node. For example, if the PXT makes its traversal from the southwest on port 1 (on the nodal cross-connect hardware) to the northeast on port 2, then again from the northwest on port 3 to the southeast on port 4, the only cross-connections that exist are between ports 1 and 2, and ports 3 and 4.
Issues and Concerns about PXTs
Operationally, PXTs are in some regards simple, but in other ways the concept engenders considerable a priori concern about the complexity of the structures that might be involved. PXTs appear to be simple in that they require only that the end-nodes of a failed working light path be able to detect such a failure. Once a failure is detected, the end-nodes switch from transmitting or receiving on the failed light path to transmitting or receiving on their assigned segment of their predefined PXT. For example, if each light path occupies a wavelength on an optical channel, the end-nodes of a failed wavelength path would detect the loss of transmitted power at this wavelength and switch to using a wavelength on a preconnected spare wavelength path that makes up a segment of their PXT. In this case it is ideal for the backup connection to use a separate transmitter-receiver pair so that the working and the backup paths are able to use different wavelengths, making the PXT configuration of the network more flexible.
On the other hand, the authors of Ref. [8] do not give any details about the actual nature of the PXT structures that their results are based on. In Ref. [8] there is no portrayal, graphically or statistically, of the typical properties of individual PXTs that would have to be formed and operated. From our own reading of Ref. [8] and appreciation of the concepts and issues involved, we felt that there could be considerable practical concern about the characteristics of the PXT structures implied by the approach taken in Ref. [8] . Indeed, Ref. [8] expresses the same natural concern about total length of protection structures, mentioning this issue in the context of other preconnected schemes such as p-cycles, but giving no data that would support the implied claim that PXTs will be shorter in general [11] . Some questions that are relevant and not addressed in Ref. [8] are, How long were the PXTs in Ref. [8] ? How many different PXT structures were required? How often were the PXTs self-looping in nature? How practical would a network operator find such structures? With PXTs, can a network operator clearly visualize and control the restored-state routing and path length of failed working paths? These are unaddressed issues of concern about the practical complexities and operational implications of the PXT proposal in Ref. [8] and are why this more detailed characterization study is required. The work in the present paper was thus undertaken to gain insight into generalized characteristics of the PXT concept: to be able to visualize what the set of actual PXTs arising from the design algorithm in Ref. [8] would look like and to appreciate how they would be structured to be used in different ways when different sets of working paths fail simultaneously, and so on. The experimental study and quantitative documentation of the actual nature and statistical properties of PXTs is one of the main contributions of this work. The findings differ significantly in general from the implied and direct assertion in Ref. [8] that the properties of PXTs would be superior to other known preconnected protection architectures.
Heuristic approach to PXT network design
The authors of Ref. [8] describe a heuristic approach for generating fully restorable PXTbased network designs and present some results that provide an idea of the characteristic capacity-efficiency of such designs. However, an exact algorithm specification was not given, only summarized. As a baseline for characterization of PXT network designs, however, it was necessary that we begin with an ability to reproduce results of the kind from Ref. [8] . Our aim in this section is to document our understanding of the heuristic PXT design algorithm outlined in Ref. [8] and various tests and measures taken to assure that our implementation reproduces the intent and results from Ref. [8] .
This heuristic is based on a greedy [15] iterative approach that protects the unit demands of the network one by one, attempting to minimize the increase in spare capacity necessary to protect each demand as it is considered in the context of already developed PXTs for prior demands. As such, it is an algorithm that has been designed explicitly to be suited to the protection of demands that arrive dynamically over the operational life of the network. This is opposed to a static situation in which all demands are known (or projections of them are made) at design time and are used to create a single design that remains constant, aside from upgrades that may become necessary if unexpected demand arises later. Reference [8] refers to its algorithm as an "online" algorithm because it is run continuously during network operation. (The alternative is an offline algorithm that is run once to design a network for the protection of many demands simultaneously, usually in an optimal or nearoptimal way.)
The PXT algorithm proceeds as follows. Initially the network design contains no PXTs and zero spare capacity. To protect the first demand, a first PXT is created to serve as its dedicated backup path in exactly the same manner as a 1 + 1 APS system. In subsequent iterations, the algorithm attempts to use existing PXTs in the network to protect other demands so as to minimize the incremental capacity required for each demand, extending the existing PXTs with additional spare channels if necessary. When extending existing PXTs is not the minimum cost option to protect the current demand, a new dedicated 1 + 1 APS equivalent PXT is generated for that demand, and the design is iteratively developed from there. When all demands have been protected in this way, the result is a set of PXTs that defines an amount of spare capacity on each span and the pre-cross-connections that must be made such that PXTs are formed that are able to completely protect against all combinations of working path failures that result from the failure of a single span. Our interest is in the characteristics of the final design produced by this algorithm for the protection of a fixed, predetermined set of demands. In this sense, the algorithm is deterministic but its final output is order-dependent and suboptimal. It will produce the same result each time it is run as long as the same demands are considered for protection in the same order. Because this ordering is arbitrary but affects the solution quality, the algorithm can be run multiple times, each with a different randomized demand order, to try to avoid any artifacts that may be associated with a particular sequence of considering the demands.
A simple example of the heuristic algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which shows an initial PXT (the thick arrowed line), which is just a 1 + 1 disjoint route protection solution for a single demand, being expanded to eventually protect three demands over two subsequent iterations. At first [ Fig. 2(a) ] the PXT protects only a single demand end to end. In Fig. 2(b) the PXT has had a span added to it and can now provide a protection path for an additional demand. Figure 2(c) shows the PXT grown by another two spans to protect yet another demand.
Of course, working path routing and working capacity assignment must be performed before the working paths are considered for protection. The algorithm used is similar to a standard minimum cost routing algorithm but is modified slightly because of the require- ments of the design algorithm, which assumes that each demand has a single predefined protection path for its working path in the PXT that protects it. For this to be true there must always exist at least one route between the end nodes of a demand that is disjoint from its working route. Therefore the working routing algorithm has been slightly modified to use shortest working routes except in those cases where this would lead to what is called the trap, resulting in no other disjoint routes between the end nodes to be used as a protection path. In these cases, Bhandari's algorithm [16] (also described in Ref. [12] ) is used to find the shortest combination of a working route and one other disjoint route that could act as a backup. The backup route is not actually decided at this point, but by doing this it is known that at least one feasible choice of backup route exists [17] . In addition to thoroughly studying and understanding the concept as described in Ref. [8] and implementing the algorithm as described, automated correctness checks were also implemented in our PXT program to ensure that the PXT designs were valid. There is a list of criteria for a valid PXT design provided in Ref. [8] that is implemented as a series of integrity checks in the program:
1. The working and protection routes for any demand must be span disjoint.
2. No individual channel that appears in a working path for one demand can appear in the working or protection path of any other demand.
3. If the working routes of two demands are not span disjoint, then their protection paths must at least be channel disjoint (i.e., they may not each assume use of any of the same channels for protection).
4. If the protection path of some demand contains channel c 1 and channel c 2 preconnected in sequence through node n, then neither c 1 nor c 2 may be preconnected to any other channel through node n. This condition ensures that only linear pre-crossconnection structures arise; i.e., trees or other arbitrarily connected structures do not arise.
The algorithm was implemented in C++ and is available for inspection as an online supplement to this paper (see Media Object 1). As a further validation effort, the program was run on the topology and demand pattern combinations that were used in Ref. [8] . This allowed us to replicate the experiments reported in Ref. [8] to the extent possible without knowing the exact order of demand handling that was used. Notwithstanding this order dependence, our implementation of the PXT heuristic reproduced the total spare capacity of the designs in Ref. [8] within 4% for 11 of the 12 test cases given in there [18] . This level of agreement with prior results combined with satisfaction of all the integrity checks gives us confidence in the correctness of our implementation in terms of reproducing the heuristic from Ref. [8] .
Experimental Methods and Test Cases
The heuristic program was used to generate a 100% single-span failure restorable network design as in Ref. [8] for one of the same representative test networks used in Ref. [8] . The network used was the 12 node and 24 span (degree 4) "Murakami & Kim" network topology, shown in Fig. 3 . Span costs were assigned based on the Euclidean distance between nodes in the network as drawn. The demand pattern consisted of three unit capacity connection requirements for every node pair in the network. The heuristic typically required only 6 s to run once for this problem instance. Given the order-dependent nature of the algorithm and the ease of rerunning it, the program was run several times with different demand orderings to determine if this produced designs that were in any way significantly different from the specific design run that was chosen for detailed characterization here. 
Results

6.A. General Summary
Our first step in terms of inspecting the results was to literally draw out the PXTs of a single complete network design for general observation. Because this manuscript was prepared with electronic publication in mind, we have the luxury of sharing the entirety of the results in detail with the readers for their own inspection. To this end, a diagrammatic portrayal of the PXTs from the sample run of the PXT heuristic algorithm is given in Appendix A (see Media Object 2). In Appendix A (Media Object 2) the overall network design is broken down into figures showing each individual PXT along with the working paths that it protects. PXTs are drawn with thick blue lines with arrows at the ends. The working paths that the PXT protects are illustrated by the multicolored lines that end in circles. For clarity, working paths are not illustrated in all diagrams because some PXTs protect far too many demands to illustrate.
For later reference, the total cost of working routing for the network was 59,696. In these and other cost statements, the units are distance-channel counts; i.e., if the lengths of spans are taken in kilometers, then costs are in units of channel-kilometers. The cost of spare capacity for the heuristic design was 53,591, giving it a (distance-weighted) capacity redundancy of 89.8%. The PXT heuristic program was also run several more times with randomized demand orders (as described previously) to determine whether the cost redundancy value of the original design was roughly representative of the problem, as opposed to an artifact of one specific demand ordering. It was found to be quite typical, with the costs of the other designs usually falling within about 10% of the case selected for detailed inspection. Therefore it is reasonable to study this design as representative to draw general conclusions about the nature of PXTs produced by this algorithm.
For comparative reference, p-cycle and span-restorable mesh designs were also produced for the same topology and demand pattern. These were essentially perfect optimal reference solutions produced with now-standard ILP methods documented in Ref. [12] or elsewhere. The p-cycle model was given the complete set of network cycles as candidate p-cycles, and the span-restorable mesh model was given the complete set of restoration routes as candidates, so we can be confident that these solutions are completely optimal for their respective architectures. The spare capacity costs were 51,748 (p-cycle) and 46,681 (span-restorable mesh), corresponding to redundancies of 86.7% and 78.2%, respectively. Therefore the PXT heuristic algorithm was able to approach the efficiency of an optimal pcycle design within 3% while also providing the additional desirable property of end-to-end working path protection.
6.B. Typical Illustrative Results
As readers will have seen from the detailed portrayal of PXT solutions in Appendix A (Media Object 2) some individual PXTs can be surprisingly complex. An immediate intuitive concern is that these structures would be quite impractical from the view of most network operators. As Ref. [8] itself alludes, protection structures should be compact, manageable, and easily visualized and maintained, and should not add huge amounts of extra rerouting lengths to working paths. Reversion after repair should also be a simple process. PXTs produced by the heuristic from Ref. [8] can evidently be so complicated that we cannot even fully represent them and their protected route set in a single diagram.
Notwithstanding, we can use the results to demonstrate, for conceptual appreciation, how PXTs would actually work. To do so, the response of one of the PXTs to an example span failure is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows how the spare capacity of a PXT can be broken up into four protection path segments in response to the failure of a single span. The new colored lines layered on top of the blue PXT represent these protection paths (the sections of the PXT that remain blue are not required and remain unused). Figure 5 , in turn, separates these protection paths into four subfigures and shows how they are used to protect four working paths that are all affected by the span failure. Each working path is protected end to end by one of the protection paths formed out of the preconnected channels of the PXT.
These illustrations show that even though the PXT is quite convoluted, each failure causes the preconnected spare capacity in the PXT to be divided up into very simple protection paths. The convoluted nature of the PXTs is a result of so many protection paths' being shared between many different working paths to achieve capacity-efficiency. So indeed, the PXT concept works, and achieves good capacity-efficiency, but it seems to engender extensive operational complexity in the prefailure state, the restored rerouting state, and the postrepair reversion process. This is a significant revelation, especially since the authors of Ref. [8] are motivated by a concern about the possible size of p-cycles. The fact is that, in contrast to the PXT of Fig. 4 , which is only one of 31 PXTs in the complete design and uses Figure 4 to protect four working paths concurrently against the failure of a single span
1.C Statistical Characterization of the PXT Design
Visual inspection of the PXTs provides some interesting qualitative insights into the nature of PXTs, but restorable network design also involves quantitative concerns about capacity efficiency, operational complexity, and other characteristics. Therefore in this section we calculate various metrics of interest for each PXT in the design to support more quantitative comparison and assessment of the characteristics of PXT designs that may be significant to network operators. Table 1 in Appendix B lists these metrics for each PXT in the design. Each PXT is assigned a numerical identifier for reference. The 35 hops, the largest possible p-cycle in this network has only 11 hops. (The Murakami & Kim graph is not Hamiltonian, but if it were then even a single Hamiltonian p-cycle design would require a single structure of only 12 hops to protect the entire network.) More practically, the optimal multicycle p-cycle design employs eight distinct cycles, none of which is longer than 10 hops. It may be argued that the methods used to produce these designs are different (an online algorithm for PXTs and an offline algorithm for p-cycles), so the results are not comparable. But simple algorithms also exist to update a p-cycle configuration incrementally with near-optimal efficiency. And because p-cycles are formed by cross-connecting spare capacity, it is possible to recompute and update the configuration following batches of demand arrivals, keeping always very close to an optimal set of p-cycles. (See Ref. [12] , Chap. 10.) In addition, the first paper on p-cycles [19] outlined an online distributed self-organizing protocol that would continually adapt the set of p-cycles to a condition close to that of the corresponding problem solved optimally with all demands known at the time. It is unlikely, therefore, that the p-cycle solutions here are significantly different from the set of p-cycles that would be in place had the demands accumulated incrementally instead. Under known methods, they would be very similar to the optimal solutions here, and thus clearly very different than the set of PXTs incrementally evolved from the algorithm of Ref. [8] . Overall, then, this exercise shows that the PXTs produced by the algorithm in Ref. [8] can be significantly more complex than the cycles used in comparable p-cycle designs.
6.C. Statistical Characterization of the PXT Design
Visual inspection of the PXTs provides some interesting qualitative insights into the nature of PXTs, but restorable network design also involves quantitative concerns about capacityefficiency, operational complexity, and other characteristics. Therefore in this section we calculate various metrics of interest for each PXT in the design to support more quantitative comparison and assessment of the characteristics of PXT designs that may be significant to network operators. Table 1 in Appendix B (Media Object 3)lists these metrics for each PXT in the design. Each PXT is assigned a numerical identifier for reference. The operational significance of some of these measures is discussed below. The metrics abstracted from the designs and appearing in order as follows in Table 1 are:
• Hops: Length of the PXT in hops.
• Length: Physical length of the PXT.
• Copies: Number of copies of this PXT placed in the network. In practice this will always be 1, as the heuristic algorithm internally tracks each PXT individually. Therefore, even if two PXTs end up being exactly the same, the algorithm will consider them separate.
• Closed: This is an assessment of whether or not the PXT's tail is preconnected to the head, forming a cyclical structure like a ring or p-cycle.
• Self-node-crossings: This records the number of times the given PXT loops through a node. This is an obviously significant measure of the complexity of a PXT from a network operator's point of view. Note again that such looping at intermediate nodes does not imply cyclical closure of the actual PXT path.
• Self-span overlaps: This records the number of times the PXT crosses over a span that it has already covered.
• Protected demands: This is the number of demands protected by the PXT.
• Path-structure coincidence count: This is the number of spans a PXT has in common with the working paths of its own protected demands. Spans that are used by more than one demand are counted multiple times.
• Total working capacity protected by the PXT. This is the total distance-channel count of working channels protected by the PXT.
• Maximum simultaneous protected path failures: This records the largest number of protection paths that can be found simultaneously relying upon the PXT in response to any single span failure.
• Longest protection path (by hops and length): This is a length measure of the longest protection path, by hops or by physical length, respectively, used by any of the demands protected by the PXT.
• Redundancy: This is calculated by dividing the PXT's own total distance-channel count product for spare capacity by the total of its protected working capacity from two points above.
Several of these metrics characterize factors affecting the complexity of operation of PXTs as real protection structures in an optical network. The number of self-node-crossings and self-span overlaps in a PXT both affect the impact that the failure of a single node or span may have on the integrity of a single PXT. To an operator they represent the difficulty of keeping track of information about the PXT throughout its operational life, and especially through the transition between nonfailed and failed states. The specific problems that network operators may have with PXTs with a large number of self-intersections will likely vary from operator to operator and are beyond the scope of this work. However, considering the fact that network operators are used to very simple ring and APS systems, the comparative step in complexity to massive structures with over 30 hops that cross entire continents multiple times may be perceived as operationally impossible by many.
The worst-case maximum number of simultaneous failures that a PXT protects against is another metric that has no limit imposed currently in design but that may be important to network operators. A PXT that forms a large number of protection paths will perform many actions at the time of failure. From the standpoint of individual protection segments, one could argue that switching is still simple because each segment will only perform two actions, one at each end-node affected by the failure. However, from an overall network viewpoint, each PXT is a contiguous optical path that must be broken up when it is used to protect against failures. This means that large PXTs may require extensive synchronization considerations to ensure that protection segments on the same PXT do not interfere with each other when they are brought into use as backup paths. Again, this is likely system specific and will not be discussed in detail here.
Discussion of Results
7.A. Complexity Metrics
The metric values in Table 1 (Media Object 3) that represent PXT structural properties reinforce the visual impression that some PXTs can be very complicated. Interestingly, however, the per-structure redundancy values show that this complexity does not always correspond to the highest capacity-efficiency. For example, some PXTs can have as many as 24 self-node-crossings but protect 21 demands at a redundancy of only 81%. This leads us to question the real value of allowing such complicated structures to be considered at all; it may be possible to use an alternative design method that greatly restricts the complexity of the PXTs in the design while still retaining the capacity-efficiency of a shared mesh scheme.
Given these observations, it is natural to ask whether the heuristic algorithm itself can be modified to restrict the complexity of the PXTs it creates, perhaps by limiting them to only simple trails. This turns out not to be so easily effected in the algorithm. In short, to do so would remove the possibility of using an efficient approach like Dijkstra's shortest path to find the minimum incremental cost for the protection of each new demand, as the growth of each possible PXT would then need to be considered on a case-by-case basis to ensure that the PXTs would not become nonsimple once extended. To implement such a feature, an entirely new approach to PXT design may be called for, but this is beyond the scope of the present effort on characterization of the PXT concept specifically as proposed in Ref. [8] . Table 1 (Media Object 3) also gives values for the length of the longest protection path segment obtained from each PXT by any of the demands it protects [20] . From this, one can see that even in the longer PXTs the complexity of protection paths themselves does not run away significantly. This reinforces the earlier statement that even complex PXTs are actually a concatenation of many simpler protection paths. In fact, the algorithm is designed with explicit checks that prevent protection paths from becoming too complex. For further details, see the extended explanation of the modified Dijkstra algorithm in Ref. [8] .
7.B. PXT Lengths and 1 + 1 APS Equivalents in the PXT Design
A marked characteristic of the design is a wide range of PXT lengths (from 289 to 6470). This is to be expected from the algorithm, since its fundamental operation is to extend the length of PXTs. The algorithm attempts to extend existing PXTs in the network to protect additional demands, and long PXTs will have a higher chance of containing a protection path that can protect another demand. Therefore it is likely that already long PXTs will be made even longer, while short PXTs remain short because additions to them that succeed in unifying the end points of more paths are likely to be more extensive.
An interesting discovery arising from the simple (but labor-intensive) exercise of literally drawing and visualizing every PXT from the design solution [Appendix A (Media Object 2)] is that PXTs at the lowest end of the length spectrum are, upon inspection, actually just instances of dedicated 1 + 1 APS arrangements. This type of PXT makes up a significant fraction of the PXTs in the design. The sample design for study has 16 individual (unit capacity) PXTs (out of a total of 31) of this type. One such PXT is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Within the context of the algorithmic description in Section 4, these 1 + 1 APS equivalent cases can be thought of as instances of the starter PXTs for a single demand that lead to no extension opportunities. In other words, no subsequently protected demands can extend these PXTs in an efficient manner for their own protection. This is a significant new insight about PXTs and how they relate to prior 1 + 1 APS concepts, including the suggestion that 1 + 1 equivalent PXTs can be required components of an efficient overall preconnected network design. This is slightly counterintuitive, because taken individually no 1 + 1 APS setup can ever be less than 100% redundant.
7.C. Individual PXT Redundancy
The individual PXT redundancy (defined above) is a simple measure of the efficiency of any individual PXT in an overall network design. Of course, by itself, it does not take into account the interactions between many different PXTs in the design, meaning that the optimal design may contain PXTs that individually seem very inefficient but are a required part of an efficient complete design. Nevertheless, investigating individual PXTs in terms of this metric is a useful way of characterizing the design. Figure 7 shows how the PXTs are distributed according to their individual redundancies.
The design contains a group of PXTs over a range of redundancies from 0.6 to 2.2, and then two distinct groupings in the 2.4-2.8 and 3.2-3.6 ranges. These groups of less-efficient PXTs correspond to the 1 + 1 APS equivalents. Apart from these outlying groups, however, we see that the algorithm generally produces more PXTs with better (lower) individual redundancies, despite the fact that this is not an explicit goal of the algorithm. Therefore this metric may be used a priori to roughly approximate the desirability of (longer) PXTs in the network design. 
Concluding Discussion
Reference [8] introduced the PXT concept and made a number of claims as to its advantages, but little supporting quantitative data was given and not one picture of an actual PXT design was shown. Thus, in the spirit both of scientific curiosity and proper skepticism, we reimplemented the algorithm of Ref. [8] and conducted a detailed inspection of the properties of the resultant PXTs. The study was conscientiously designed to either validate and confirm the claims of Ref. [8] or, if not, to then at least provide more complete information on the topic to the community. The results show that PXT designs based on this method are able to approach p-cycle designs in terms of efficiency in at least some cases. But, overwhelmingly, the PXTs produced by the heuristic algorithm were seen frequently to be very long and complex. We also discovered that 1 + 1 APS equivalent PXTs were prominent in the designs produced by the PXT algorithm.
In our experience, a scheme involving the creation, maintenance, and management of many such complicated prefailure protection structures, along with failure-dependent real-time activation considerations and (yet unaddressed) issues with the reversion process, would be difficult to advocate to network operators. To warrant the management of such complexity, even when fully automated, it would have to be seen as the price of entry to access some compelling advantages that other schemes do not offer.
However, setting aside practical concerns about extreme PXT lengths and high degrees of self-intersection, PXTs remain theoretically interesting, as they engender a spare capacity sharing mechanism that is different from the way p-cycles, shared backup path protection, or span-restorable mesh networks achieve shared mesh protection efficiencies. The next step for this research is therefore to look into an alternate design method that may allow PXT complexity to be controlled (for example, to eliminate looping and limit length) while retaining design efficiency. Also of interest is how such a method of tamed PXT design might be hybridized with a set of p-cycles or selective 1 + 1 APS treatments. The overall aim would be to achieve high capacity-efficiency with full pre-cross-connection by using only a few selected simple individual linear or cyclic protection structures.
